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Near Critical States of Random Dirac Fermions
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Two-dimensional random Dirac fermions are studied numerically. They are realized on a squ
lattice by thep-flux model with random hopping. It preserves a symmetry denoted byhH , gj  0 in
an effective field theory. Although it belongs to the orthogonal ensemble, the zero-energy states do
localize but become critical. The density of states vanishes as,Ea and the exponenta changes with
strength of the randomness (the critical line). Rapid enhancement of the Thouless number is obse
near the zero energy. The level-spacing distribution is also investigated, which is consistent with
existence of the critical states atE  0. [S0031-9007(97)04538-9]
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Dirac fermions often appear in condensed matt
physics, for example, a transition between different qua
tum Hall states [1–3], two-dimensional graphite shee
[4], a mean-field theory of thet-J model (“p-flux state”)
[5] and d-wave superconductors [6]. It is then natura
to investigate what happens when disorder is include
Random Dirac fermions in a two-dimensional space we
investigated by several groups [6–12]. Possible appe
ance of nonlocalized states, critical states, in rando
Dirac fermions was pointed out in [7]. Recently, this
disordered critical state was realized in a lattice mode
where it was crucial to preserve a symmetry denoted
hH , gj  0 with a 4 3 4 matrix g in an effective field
theory [8] (see below).

In this paper, we study the random Dirac fermion
numerically beyond the zero-energy states. In order
realize the massless Dirac fermions on a two-dimension
lattice, we use a tight-binding model on a square lattic
with half a flux quantum (“p flux”) per plaquette, which
is described by the Hamiltonian

Hpure 
X
ki,jl

c
y
i tijcj 1 H.c., (1)

where the summation is over the nearest-neighbor bon
The hopping matrix elements are given bytj1x̂,j  s21djy

and tj1ŷ,j  1, wherej  sjx , jyd, x̂  s1, 0d, and ŷ 
s0, 1d. In the momentum space, the Hamiltonian is rewri
ten as

Hpure  2
X
k

c
y
k

µ
cosky coskx

coskx 2 cosky

∂
ck ,

where the summation is over the magnetic Brillouin zon
f2p , pd 3 f0, pd and c

y
k  scy

skx ,kyd, c
y
skx ,ky1pdd. There

are two energy bandsEskd  62
q

cos2 kx 1 cos2 ky on
the magnetic Brillouin zone. They touch at two mo
menta,k1  sk1

x , k1
y d  spy2, py2d andk2  sk2

x , k2
yd 

s2py2, py2d. Near the degeneracieski si  1, 2d,
they behave asEskd ø 62

q
skx 2 ki

xd2 1 sky 2 ki
yd2

si  1, 2d. Define continuum variablesCysx, yd 
ssscy

1 sx, yd, c
y
2 sx, yd, c

y
3 sx, yd, c

y
4 sx, ydddd by cj , a 3
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fijx1jy c1sx, yd 1 ijx 2jy c2sx, yd 1 i2jx1jy c3sx, yd 1

i2jx2jy c4sx, ydg, where a is the lattice spacing and
x  ajx , y  ajy . Then the Hamiltonian becomes
in the continuum limit sa ! 0d Hpure  2i 3R

dx Cysxd fss3 ≠ s1d≠x 1 sI ≠ s3d≠ygCsxd. There-
fore our lattice model includes doubled massless Dir
fermions.

There are several subtleties for the massless Di
fermions. When the Fermi energy lies at zero energ
that is, all the negative energy eigenstates are filled,
Hall conductivity sxy is ill defined. An infinitesimal
mass determines thesxy in the continuum theory [13]. A
similar phenomenon also occurs in a lattice model whe
an infinitesimal next-nearest-neighbor hoppingt0 opens a
gap and thesxy is given by t0yjt0j [3]. Therefore the
massless Dirac fermions are at a quantum phase-trans
point between different quantum Hall states.

Let us consider the effect of randomness in the hopp
matrix elements. We settj1x̂,j  s2djy 1 dtj1x̂,j and
tj1ŷ,j  1 1 dtj1ŷ,j, wheredtj1x̂,j and dtj1ŷ,j are ran-
dom variables and taken at random with constant pro
bility from f2W , W g. As discussed below, we focus o
the role of the symmetry denoted byhH , gj  0. There-
fore we do not consider diagonal disorder, which brea
the symmetry. It should be noted that this model pr
serves the time-reversal symmetry and belongs to
orthogonal ensemble. Another example of the orthog
nal ensemble, Dirac fermions with diagonal disorder, w
studied in [9,10] and it was suggested that all the eige
states localize, which is consistent with the scaling theo
of the Anderson localization [14]. In the case of th
random-hopping model, however, it was found that t
zero-energy states do not localize but become critical [
A similar phenomenon was found at the band center
the quantum Hall states [15]. In the quantum Hall state
however, the time-reversal symmetry is broken and t
system belongs to a different universality class, the u
tary ensemble. In [8], it was confirmed that paramete
for the critical states form a critical line in the parame
ter space of the Hamiltonian, which is connected to pu
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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massless Dirac fermions at zero energy. We consider t
the stability of the zero-energy states against random ho
ping matrix elements is due to a symmetry of our Hami
tonian. The random hopping matrix elements preser
the symmetry in contrast to the diagonal disorder.
the language of the lattice Hamiltonian (1), the symmet
means that the transformationcj ! s21djx 1jy cj induces
a sign change of the Hamiltonian. Thus the eigensta
always appear in pairs with energiesE and 2E. The
corresponding transformation in the continuum Hamilton
ian is given byHpure ! gyHpureg  2Hpure, where
g  s1 ≠ s1. Since the random hopping matrix ele
ments preserve the symmetry, the continuum Ham
tonian H for the random-hopping model also satisfie
hH , gj  H g 1 gH  0. Thus, taking the lowest
order in derivatives, we obtain the following form as
possible Hamiltonian for the effective field theory

H  Hpure 1

4X
i1

Z
dx aisxdCysxdgiCsxd , (2)

whereg1  s2 ≠ I, g2  s1 ≠ s2, g3  2s2 ≠ s1,
g4  I ≠ s2, and aisx, yd si  1, . . . , 4d are random
variables.

In this paper, we study random Dirac fermions numer
cally beyond the zero-energy states. We diagonalize t
Hamiltonian for finite squares of sizeL2  202, 302, 402,
and 502. Here we note that the symmetry discusse
above reduces the dimension of the Hilbert space for t
numerical diagonalization, which is half of the system siz
To obtain reliable statistics, an ensemble average ov
16 000, 16 000, 8000, and3360 realizations is performed,
respectively. The observables are density of statesrsEd,
the Thouless numbergsEd, and the level-spacing distribu-
tion Pssd.

Let us first discuss the density of statesrsEd P
i dsE 2 EidyL2. When there is no randomness, th

rsEd vanishes linearly at zero energy. Recently, wheth
the density of states is finite or not at zero energy fo
random Dirac fermions is controversial [11,12]. We
note that, although random Dirac fermions are als
studied in [11,12], the symmetry of disorder is differen
from ours. Since the symmetry is crucial in the long
distance behavior of wave functions, it is possible th
our system belongs to a different universality class fro
random Dirac fermions studied in [11,12]. ThersEd’s
for different strengths of randomness are shown in Fig.
We obtained thersEd’s for L  30, 40, and 50. In
Fig. 1, however, we show only results forL  50, since
the finite-size effect inrsEd is small. We have fitted
the data by the power-law formrsEd  CEasWd. Our
results support, within the limitations imposed by finite
size effects nearE  0, the vanishing density of states
at zero energy with an anomalous exponentasW d, which
depends on strength of the randomness.

Next, in order to reveal the nature of the eigenstate
let us consider the Thouless numbergsEd. The gsEd is
hat
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FIG. 1. The density of statesrsEd (with small imaginary part
d  0.02), whereL  50 andW  0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0. We
have fitted the data by the power-law formrsEd  CEasWd,
where asW d  0.90, 0.74, 0.55, and 0.39 forW  0.7, 0.8,
0.9, and 1.0, respectively.

defined bygsEd  V sEdyDsEd, whereV sEd is an energy
shift obtained by replacing the periodic boundary cond
tion by an antiperiodic boundary condition andDsEd is a
local mean level spacing near the energyE. Numerical
results for thegsEd are shown in Fig. 2 withL  30, 40,
and 50, where an ensemble average is performed within
energy window whose center is located at each data po
Rapid enhancement of thegsEd near zero energy is ob-
served in Fig. 2. It suggests that the localization leng
grows rapidly near zero energy. This is consistent w
the existence of critical states at zero energy. One m
consider that the zero-energy states are just on the c
cal point. Then one of the possible scenarios is that
non-zero-energy eigenstates are all off critical and the
fore localized. It suggests an exponential dependence
the Thouless numbergsE, Ld. The gsE, Ld obtained nu-
merically decreases when the system size increases.
however, far from the exponential dependence. In Fig.
we have plotted thegsE, Ld as a function of1yL. It sug-
gests a power-law formgsE, Ld ~ 1yLg rather than an
exponential formgsE, Ld ~ exps2Lyjd. Although we
cannot exclude the possible existence of critical states i
finite energy region, we consider that the non-zero-ene
states may be localized in an infinite-size system and
crossover from the power-law form to an exponential for
occurs when the system size increases beyond the loc
zation length. The localization length of the eigenstat
near zero energy may be large compared to the availa
3729
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FIG. 2. (a) The Thouless numbergsEd, whereW  1.0 and
L  30, 40, and 50. (b)1yL 2 gsE, Ld plot for W  1.0,
E  0.30, 0.42, 0.50, 0.62, and 0.70.

system sizes and we may say that the power-law dep
dence of thegsE, Ld is a critical slowing down in the avail-
able finite-size system. This also suggests the existenc
the critical state at zero energy.
3730
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We have also obtained the level-spacing distributi
Pssd. The Pssd’s of the normalized energy separatio
s  jEn 2 En11jyDsEnd are shown in Fig. 3, whereEn

and En11 are two successive eigenenergies. In gene
the Pssd is well described by the Wigner surmisePssd 
Asb exps2Bs2d in the metallic regime and becomes th
PoissonianPssd  exps2sd in the insulating regime.
The parameterb in the Wigner surmise reflects the
symmetry of the Hamiltonian andb  1, 2, and 4 for
the orthogonal ensemble, the unitary ensemble, and
symplectic ensemble, respectively. The parametersA and
B are determined by

R`
0 ds Pssd  1 and

R`
0 ds sPssd 

1 and, in particular,A  py2 and B  py4 for the
orthogonal ensemble. ThePssd characterizes the natur
of the eigenstates. States localized in different spa
regions are allowed to lie at the same energy. It mea
that the energy levels of the localized states distrib
independently, which is described by the Poissoni
On the other hand, in metals where the eigenstates
extended, two adjacent energy levels interact strong
which brings strong energy repulsion andPssd , sb near
s  0, where b is determined by the symmetry of th
Hamiltonian. ThePssd is well explained by a2 3 2
random matrix model, which is the Wigner surmis
Level statistics near the mobility edge has been stud
recently and the appearance of critical level statistics

FIG. 3. The level spacing distributionPssd near zero energy,
where L  50, W  1.0 and ensemble average is performe
within an energy windowf0.1, 0.5g. We confirmed that the
finite-size effect is small, comparing the results forL  50 with
those forL  20, 30, and 40. There is no substantial differen
between results with energy windowsf0.1, 0.3g, f0.2, 0.4g, and
f0.3, 0.5g.
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discussed [16]. Several numerical studies on level stat
tics near the mobility edge were performed for, e.g., th
three-dimensional Anderson model [17] and the band ce
ter of the quantum Hall states [18], which belong to the o
thogonal ensemble and the unitary ensemble, respective
and it was found that thePssd’s deviate from both the
Wigner surmise and the Poissonian. They exhibit critic
behavior, i.e., thePssd’s do follow the Wigner surmise for
small s and they then deviate from it at higher values o
s and show stretched exponential decay. ThePssd’s near
zero energy for our model are shown in Fig. 3, wher
the energy window is setf0.1, 0.5g [19]. The location of
the energy window is set sufficiently close to zero energ
compared to the bandwidth, which corresponds to the e
ergy cut off in the continuum theory. Thus we conside
that the system is described by random Dirac fermion
We confirmed that thePssd’s near zero energy do not se-
riously depend on the system size and the location of t
energy window. Since the location of the energy win
dow is set near zero energy compared to strength of t
randomness, the localization lengths are so long that
exceeds the system size. Thus, although the eigensta
may be localized in an infinite-size system, they behav
as critical wave functions in a finite-size system. In fac
the Pssd in Fig. 3 deviate from both the Wigner surmise
and the Poissonian, and exhibit critical behavior, i.e., th
Pssd’s do follow the Wigner surmise for smalls and
they then deviate from it at higher values ofs and show
stretched exponential decay. On the other hand, when
location of the energy window is set in other regions, non
critical behavior is found.

In summary, we have studied random Dirac fermion
numerically beyond the zero-energy states. Althoug
it belongs to the orthogonal ensemble, the zero-ener
states do not localize but become critical. The densi
of statesrsEd vanishes as,Ea near zero energy and
the exponenta depends on strength of the randomnes
W . It implies that scaling dimensions of the operator
change with strength of the randomness. It is simila
to the case of the random gauge-field critical line foun
in [7]. The existence of the symmetryhH , gj  0 is
crucial to have the criticality of the zero-energy state
We have studied the nature of the eigenstates using
Thouless numbergsEd and the level spacing distribution
Pssd. As is suggested by the numerical results for th
gsEd, the localization length grows near zero energy s
rapidly that it exceeds the available system size an
the observables at nonzero energies exhibits anomalo
behavior, that is, a critical slowing down. ThePssd’s near
zero energy deviate from both the Wigner surmise and t
Poissonian and exhibit critical behavior, as in the case
the quantum Hall states [18,20]. It reflects the existen
of critical states at zero energy in our model. The rando
critical line of the two-dimensional Dirac fermions might
be unstable in contrast to the critical line ofs1 1 1d-
dimensional free bosons, Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid, an
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a global renormalization-group flow for random Dirac
fermions is an interesting problem in relation to th
quantum Hall effect.
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